IDCEC -Approved CEU Programs Available
By Susan J. Slotkis, Allied ASID, IFDA Prof., IDEC Associate
www.susanslotkis.com sslotkis@nyc.rr.com 212-533-5044
Inquire about booking and pricing information.
Other design seminars are available for various audiences.

You will find the two courses listed on www.idcec.org. These programs have
been well-received throughout the U.S. with course evaluations ranking in the
top percentile. Each is an engaging and informative PowerPoint presentation
that features clear imagery and commentary, and audience participation.
They are ideal for trade center market series, industry showroom events such
as “lunch and learn” programs, professional chapter events, and enrichment
programs for a broad range of design colleagues.

“Wonderful presenter, knowledgeable, and entertaining”
“Best speaker ever at DCOTA”
“Informative, steady, stimulating, and enjoyable”
“Best color seminar in many, many years”
Connect the Dots: Design Style in Context .2 CEU Credits, #101279

SECOND ED. AVAILABLE NOW

Foundations of Interior Design

Highlights of design styles from the antiquities to contemporary times are
presented within the context of history, culture, events, important
people, symbols, and meaning. Examples of modern interpretations
guide and inspire designers to incorporate these ideas into new projects.
The Psychology of Color

.2 CEU Credits, #101170

Color is powerful. Design decisions related to color are best made with
scientific knowledge of the attributes of color. How perception of color
directs human response in behavior, psychology, and emotion is
explored. Both individual and cultural experience and identification are
highlighted. As the meaning of color changes over time and place, future
directions are also explored.

VIDEO EXCERPT AVAILABLE AT:
WWW.SUSANSLOTKIS.COM

Professional organizations require practitioner members to complete continuing
education credits in order to maintain their status. IDCEC is the oversight
organization that approves and manages the database of CEU programs for
interior designers in the US and Canada. Designers who belong to ASID, IIDA,
and IDC are among those organizations increasing these requirements. For
example, ASID currently requires 6 hours in a 2-year period; effective January
2014 it will be 10 hours.

